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Abstract– The main focus of software engineering industry is
performance, security and reliability which are difficult to
manage in software at the same time. The main hurdle to achieve
this is code smells that hinders the performance of software.
Martin Fowler defined 22 bad code smells and their treatment is
termed as refactoring. Refactoring improves the overall
structure of the software and results an overall increase in
quality of a software. There are different tools in market for
code smell detection and refactoring but none of the tools can
treat all code smells. We have presented a java based prototype
BSDR for bad smell detection and refactoring based on the
principal of human mental theory. We have compared the
results of BSDR with two market oriented tools, Checkstyle and
PMD (source code analyzer) against a code smell named Long
Parameter List. The results show that PMD and Checkstyle
show almost same results but BSDR shows little bit better results
as compare to both which can be better in future.
Keywords– Code Smells, Refactoring, BSDR (Bad Smell
Detection and Refactoring) Long Parameter List, Checkstyle,
and PMD

complete access to all bad smells purposed by different
researchers. According to Tom Mens and Tom Tour [4]
refactoring is a step by step procedure, described in six
activities:
 Recognizing where refactoring is needed.
 Defining the type of refactoring(s) need to apply to the
recognized places.
 Assuring that the applied refactoring preserves behavior.
 Apply selected method of refactoring.
 Evaluating refactoring effects on software process and
quality.
 Measuring consistency related to code and other
software artifacts.
Different refactoring techniques are introduced by different
researchers such as:
 More abstraction
 Breaking codes into logical pieces
 Improving name and location of code

I.

S

INTRODUCTION

mell detection and refactoring usually lies under software
quality that mainly targets software maintenance and
extensibility along with the other quality attributes. Code
smell detection and refactoring goes side by side. Where code
smells, termed as bad code are design flaws in source code.
These smells indicate that something somewhere in code has
gone off beam. In [3] smell taxonomy was presented. Fowler
et al., [1] recognized 22 bad smells going from a simpler bad
smells like” code duplication” and “Long parameter list” to
more complex smells like “God Class” and “Feature Envy”.
He has also defined 22 bad smells into seven classes centered
on the basis of resemblance. Refactoring is a technique which
can be manual and automatic for the treatment of code smells
in a source code of program.
Refactoring has become an important practice in the
software development and maintenance. According to Martin
Fowler and co-authors the process of refactoring provides an
improvement in the internal structure of a program without
changing its external behavior. Refactoring a code makes it
easier and understandable for a programmer and enhances its
quality and design [3]. Different Refactoring tools and plugins
are available in market but none of them can provide
[ISSN: 2045-7057]

There are different refactoring tools in the market like
jDeodorant [26], CheckStyle [6], PMD [7], SolidSDD [8],
InCode [9], JRefactory [10] and many others but all of these
provide refactoring for few code smells and use different
approaches. Checkstyle [6] is an eclipse plug. It checks code
layout issues and many other checks have also been provided
for different purposes. Checkstyle offers checks that find class
design problems, duplicate code, or bug patterns.
IntelliJ IDEA [11] a java Integrated Development
Environment, which besides many other features also detects
duplicates and provides refactoring support. PMD [7] is static
analysis tool that find dead code, duplicate code,
overcomplicated expressions and more. It is integrated with
“JDeveloper”, ”Eclipse”, “JEdit”, ”JBuilder”, “BlueJ”,
“NetBeans”, “IntelliJIDEA”, TextPad, Maven, Ant, Gel,
JCreator, andEmacs.
In this paper, we have presented a prototype, designed in
java for code smell detection and refactoring using a different
approach regardless of the above mentioned tools. We have
presented the results and as well a comparison of the results.
Where our prototype is showing little bit better results than
the other selected tool.
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II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Khomh et al. in [25] presents that class with code smells is
morelikely to change then the classes without code smells.
They further show the correlation between particular type of
code smell and change proneness. They use DECORE (Defect
dEtection for CORrection) [24] approach to detect code
smells and apply changed mathematical techniques to achieve
the outcomes. Two open source systems from different
domains were chosen for experiment one was “Azureus” and
the other was Eclipse used by both open source community
and industry. From 13 releases of Eclipse and 9 releases of
“Azureus” results showed classes with smells are more
change prone then the classes without smells. They further
show that particular kind of code smells lead to changeproneness. However, this study was limited to only few
systems and does not consider the type and amount of change.
It might give different results when used for more systems.
A similar study was presented in [5]. The basic purpose of
the study was to cheek the lifetime of code smells and
whether they are removed from refactoring. They
experimented on two open source projects and JDeodrant was
used as smell detection tools. Focus was on only three bad
smells namely “Long Method”, “Feature Envy” and “State
Checking”. Results showed that many of the smells usually
persist in the code even till the updated versions of the
system. Some of the smells that are removed were not a result
of targeted refactoring rather they are removed as
maintenance effort.
In [12] three case studies presented to show that why smell
suppression is not frequently applied by the developers and
why it’s not a subject of significant research? In first study the
subject system was five open source java based systems, the
second study was on C# web based application and the third
one was a theoretic record of smell-related refactoring. The
study showed that one of the main reasons, why smell
eradication is not applied, is associative nature of refactoring.
Usually when a refactoring is applied it required another
refactoring which in turn require another one and so on. So
developers avoid eradicating these due to massive nesting.
Many conflicts, contradictions are merged when smelly a
code is identified so it makes the identification of real smell
exorbitant and sticky. They further showed that smells that
require simple refactoring are of more interest as compared to
those that required complex ones.
Rysselberghe et al., in [13] use duplication detection
techniques to reconstruct the system evolution process. In
[22] an approach to diagnose design problems in Object
Oriented systems has been proposed. The authors said that
code bad smells are structural symptoms and by finding the
correlation between these structural symptoms, cause of bad
design as well as its treatment can be found. They
experimented on ArgoUML which is an open-source UML
modeling tool. The system is java base having 220.000 lines
of code. In their approach iPlasma (automated smell detection
tool [14]) is used to detect code smells in the above
mentioned system. Fontana et al in [23] acknowledged
different smell detection tools and differences among them.
Each tool detects different smells but none of the tool detects
all 22 smells as described in [1]. They did experiment on
different versions of object oriented open source system and
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presents the results. According to their results different tools
may detect the same smell but using different criteria such as
a tools use only number of code lines to detect large class
smell while the other tool considers the size in terms of
number of methods and attributes. Checkstyle [2] is an eclipse
plug. It checks code layout issues, many other checks for
other purposes have also been provided. Checkstyle provides
checks that find class design problems, duplicate code, or bug
patterns. CheckStyle is highly configurable and can be
configured to support any coding standard. It implements
many standards checks that find class design problems, block
checks, naming conventions, bug patterns (like doubled
checked locking) and many more with bad smell detection
checks [15].
Code smells are design problems that may prompt
refactoring. These smells can be sensed by human intuition
but scalability is big issue in this case. To resolve this issue
automatic detection tools are used. So far none of the tool
detects all of the code smells mentioned in smell taxonomy
[16]. Some of the literature regarding these tools is presented
in the subsequently paragraph. Refactoring is also widely
used activity to improve the quality of the software system. A
comparative study is presented in [17].
The study evaluates the three techniques that are commonly
used for detection of duplicate code smell. The techniques
were line matching, parameterized matching and metric
fingerprinting. Five cases ranging from small to medium size
were chosen for scrutiny purpose. The study focused on task
specific suitability of detection technique. It was concluded
that line matching is only good if basic information of clones
are required. The parameterized matching gives best results if
it used with refactoring tools that works on method level.
Metric fingerprinting well suited with method level
refactoring tools. A prototype as an Eclipse plug is presented
in [18]. Context sensitivity, scalability and expressiveness are
main characteristics of this prototype. Whenever the user
browses the underlying code, half circle of wedges (triangular
shape) is appeared on smelly code. Radius of triangular shape
denotes the weight of smell in current context.
When mouse is put over the founded smell, name of the
particular smell is shown on a label. If further detail is
required about the smell, programmer can click on the smell
label. Instances of each existing smell and contributors of that
smell also spotlighted by this tool. Software Maintenance is
one of the SDLC activity that requires large part of software
development cost (up to 80% of total budget [19] and
refactoring is the activity that increase the maintainability of
software thus reducing the maintenance cost. Some of the
literature regarding software quality, refactoring and bad code
smells and detection tools is discussed below. In [20] Steve et
al presented a report of code smells analysis and claimed
illusive nature of code smells which means the actual effort
required to remove the smell is hidden, so the smells that
seem to be eradicated easily can be difficult one to be
removed. Many smells do not require single refactoring rather
series of refactoring removing them from the code. He uses
the [21] smell taxonomy and customized software tool to
discover the figure for different refactoring techniques
necessary for each of 22 code smells. Analysis shows that the
smell category known as Bloaters needs a large number of
refactoring to be removed from the code.
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BSDR PROTOTYPE

A) Detection Technique and Algorithm

Manual refactoring is time taken and error prone so we
need a better tool support to refactor a code more effectively.
A wide range of tool support is available in this regard but
none of them provide full support of refactoring against all
bad smell. We have designed a java based prototype, BSDR
prototype for bad smell detection and refactoring which does
not provide full support but uses a different technique that
have not been used before in any of the market oriented tools.
For this work we have selected open source Xtreme media
player source code for as input for bad smell detection. Table
I shows the details of open source Xtreme media player
source code particulars.
Table I. Open source XtremeMP

Metrics

XtremeMP-0.6.6

Total LOC

7956

No of Packages

17

No of Classes

71

No of interfaces

8

No of Methods

498

Method lines of code
Weighted methods per class

5142
1341

No of static methods

70

1)
2)
3)
4)

Parse Java source code file and construct AST.
Visit each Method Declaration node of AST.
Count the parameters of the method.
If the number of parameters exceeds the conditions
specified in our research work, consider this parameter
list as “long Parameter List”.
Repeat steps from 1 to 4 for each Java source code file.

We have also added an extra parameter in the detection of
“Long parameter List”, risk priority level of that bad smell. So
by doing this we will have a priority list which directs us for
removal of high priority bad smell first and then moves
towards the low levels. The threshold values were set
according to human mental theory according to which a
human can remember 7 items at a time. Remembering more
results in lost the previous ones. Table II represents risk
priority level associated with no of parameters that uses
human mental theory.
Table II: Risk priority level

The BSDAR is a bad smell detection and refactoring
prototype that will be helpful for developers to detect bad
smell and refactor those bad smells.It will also provide the
refactoring option and suggestions for bad smells in order to
assist the software engineers/developers to apply the
appropriate refactoring techniques manually. BSDAR is
implemented in Java. It provides Graphical User Interface
using Java’s Swing capabilities. It uses Eclipse JDT (Java
Development Tools) API for bad smell detection, metrics
calculation and bad smell analytics. It also uses ASTParser to
construct the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). The Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) used for the development of
BSDAR is NetBeans 7.1 Beta. The input of BSDAR is a Java
project folder. Fig. 1 shows the working flow chart of the
work done.

No of parameters

Low

>=3 &< 5

Medium

>=5 &<7

High

>= 7

A) Results
Results after studying the behaviour of the tools with our
prototype shows that Checkstyle and PMD both use the
technique of counting the number of variables passing
through the definition of the method calling to detect Long
parameter bad smell. It just counts the number of parameter

Fig. 1: Work flow of BSDR
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Fig. 2: PMD results based on parameters
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passing in definition of method name from code and
compares the value with their pre-decided threshold value
which is 3. BSDAR Prototype can detect different bad smells.
But we have chosen Long Parameter List only for our
comparison where threshold value can be change at wish. The
Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the code smell detection results
of PMD, Checkstyle and BSDR results respectively. Number
of parameters is at Y axis while X axis contains information
about class name. Fig. 2 shows that maximum 8 parameters
and minimum 4 parameters are detected on a pre-set threshold
value. Different class names are mentioned at the X axis of
the graph.
Again same behaviour is shown by Checkstyle as by PMD,
Fig. 3 shows that maximum 8 parameters and minimum 4
parameters are detected on a pre-set threshold value in 13
different classes. Class names are mentioned at the X axis of
the graph and Y axis deals no of parameter present in a
particular class. While following Fig. 4 represents the results
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Fig. 3: Checkstyle results based on parameters

CONCLUSION

Based on our empirical study our prototype is working
efficiently for few bad code smells. We can enhance the same
idea to detection of all bade smells and consider the
efficiency, reliability and maintainability parameters of
quality for better results.
BSDAR prototype presently supports a limited
functionality. There is a possibility of many types of
enhancements in BSDAR such as Aspect Oriented software
development has gain a considerable attention in the recent
years. BSDAR can be enhanced by making it capable of
doing Aspect Oriented Refactoring for the bad smell that it
detects and we can also extend this prototype to a tool with
the enhancement to detect more bad code smells.
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